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Cancer organoids are heterogeneous 3D cellular clusters

with complexities that mimic some characteristics of tumors

in situ. Thus, assays performed with cancer organoids might

enable better predictions of in vivo drug responses than

those performed with cell monolayers. The National Cancer

Institute (NCI) is developing a national repository of Patient-

Derived (PD) models comprised of clinically annotated and

molecularly characterized PD xenografts (PDXs) and

PD/PDX-derived tumor cell lines (PDCs), and cancer

organoids (PDOrgs) (https://pdmr.cancer.gov/). We

evaluated the therapeutic activity of a panel of FDA-

approved and investigational anticancer agents, including

gemcitabine, paclitaxel, SN-38, 5-FU, adavosertib, erlotinib,

trametinib, and vemurafenib, against a cohort of PDCs,

PDOrgs, and PDXs from solid tumors including colon,

gastroesophageal, head and neck, NSCLC, pancreatic,

bladder, and uterine cancers. Our goal was to investigate

whether drug sensitivities determined using PDCs and

PDOrgs correlate with responses observed in the matching

PDXs. Cultures were exposed to anticancer agents at

concentrations ranging from 1 pM to 100 µM for periods of 4

or 6 days. The data indicated that the GI50 values for

PDOrgs were in overall agreement with in vivo PDX drug

responses measured as relative median to event free

survival (RMEFS), where an event is the median time (days)

from treatment initiation to tumor volume quadrupling,

calculated as median time to tumor volume quadrupling for

treated animals/median time to tumor volume quadrupling

for control animals. For both paclitaxel and trametinib,

responses in PDOrgs, from most sensitive to most resistant,

were similar to the corresponding PDXs. Drug sensitivities

determined in PDC monolayers were less clearly related to

in vivo PDX responses; particularly for PDCs treated with

carboplatin, gemcitabine, and SN-38. This work is part of a

larger effort to provide a rigorous comparison between fully

characterized and annotated PDCs-PDOrgs-PDXs to

assess the value of different in vitro model systems for the

prediction of PDX drug responses.
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Conclusions

▪ Pharmacological profiles were assessed in 10 paired PDOrgs and PDCs.

▪ 6/10 paired PDOrgs and PDCs had significantly correlated drug responses. 

▪ Overall, PDOrgs and PDCs had similar drug response profiles, with the exception of PDOrgs being generally more sensitive to 

trametinib and erlotinib. 

▪ However, unlike paired samples, grouping models as PDOrgs and PDCs showed little correlation between groups in response to 

drug tested. This suggests that the overall congruence between PDC and PDOrg drug response profiles is due to similarities 

between paired models and that a more statistically powerful dataset is needed to observe drug-dependent correlation between 

PDOrgs and PDCs. 

▪ Both PDOrgs and PDCs partially recapitulated PDX responses to paclitaxel and gemcitabine.

Abstract

Parameters  Evaluated In vitro

Experimental conditions for in vitro 

pharmacological profiling

Patient-derived organoid models (PDOrgs) and in vitro patient-derived tumor cell cultures (PDCs) were 

derived from either patient or PDX material, with at least one of the PDCs derived from PDOrg material. 

PDCs were cultured as adherent cells, while PDOrgs were grown embedded in basement membrane 

extract (BME). Information on these models can be found on the NCI Patient-Derived Models Repository 

(PDMR) website https://pdmr.cancer.gov. *These PDX models originally developed by Jackson 

Laboratories. †These PDX models only available from Jackson Laboratories.

Pharmacological evaluation shows similar overall drug  response  profiles 

between PDOrgs and PDCs 

PDOrgs and PDCs were exposed to the indicated compounds for 144 hours. Fig. A. Heat maps represent mean

percentage growth of at least 2 independent experiments (normalized by T0 and vehicle-treated controls). In most

cases, both PDOrgs and PDCs had similar drug response profiles to individual compounds, with the exception of

PDOrgs showing overall increased sensitivity to trametinib and erlotinib compared to PDCs.

Fig. B. Representative dose response curves (Average +/- SD), of at least 2 independent experiments, demonstrate

differential sensitivity to trametinib and erlotinib.

Fig A. Regression analysis was used to compare the AUC of matched PDCs and PDOrgs, revealing correlation between

6/10 paired models. Significance *p <0.05.

Fig. B. GI-50, TGI, and AUC were evaluated. Grouping models as PDCs and PDOrgs and evaluating drug response to a

single agent, showed no correlation between the 2 groups, except for paclitaxel and etoposide. Significance *p <0.05,

where correlation is driven by a single data point.

Data suggest that overall similarities in drug response profiles between the panel of PDCs and PDOrgs (as noted in heat

maps above) may be driven by inherent similarities in the pharmacological profile of paired models.

Brightfield images of representative PDOrgs and phase-contrast images of corresponding PDCs

(EVOS® FL Cell Imaging System)

Significant correlation observed between drug response profiles of 6/10 paired 

PDC and PDOrg models independent of drug tested

Ranking PDX Responses

PDX responses were ranked based on visual binning, RMEFS, best Opt.% T/C (day it was achieved), and %GI. Cut offs are: binning 1-4, 

RMEFS>1.5, Opt.% T/C<0, and % GI >50. Models displaying at least 3 parameters above cut offs  are considered responsive (R). Models 

displaying 2/4 parameters above cut offs are considered intermediate responders (IR). All other models are considered non-responders (NR). 

Green highlights indicate parameters above the cut offs.  Paclitaxel and Gemcitabine had the largest number of matched models (PDX-PDOrg-

PDC), thus allowing  for comparisons.

Pharmacological profiles of PDOrgs and PDCs are  partially in line with in vivo data

Mean graphs were plotted using AUC, 144h values from dose response data available for PDOrgs and PDCs. The vertical line represents the

mean response of all the models in the panel to a given agent. Negative and positive numbers represent increased and decreased sensitivity

respectively, compared to the mean of the group. Green, orange and red boxes highlight PDOrgs and PDCs with corresponding PDXs defined

as responders, intermediate responders or non-responders, respectively.
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Parameters Evaluated In vivo

PDX responses were ranked based on qualitative assessment of treatment responses (visual binning) as defined above, Opt. %T/C calculated as 

median treated tumor weight divided by median control tumor weight obtained while at least 50% of the tumored animals were alive in each group 

expressed as a percentage, % growth inhibition (%GI) calculated as percent area under the fitted tumor volume-time curve (AUC) for each 

treatment group relative to control animals out to timepoint where control animals were terminated, and relative median to event free survival 

(RMEFS).
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